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Jungle Junior Teacher Guide

Jungle Junior is a specialized lesson plan created with 

young learners in mind. Through the course of about 200 

friendly, colorful videos and interactive lessons, we focus 

on the alphabet, sight words, word families, and simple 

sentences.

Students will learn to associate each letter with the ap-

propriate finger while also working on alphabet recogni-

tion, dexterity, and familiarity with technology.





Jungle Junior Features

Our color-coded on-screen keyboard and hand guides 

help students to type each key with the correct finger. By 

designating both the right and left finger with the same 

color, students can easily learn that ‘red’ means their 

pointer fingers, yellow is their middle fingers, green is 

their ring fingers, and blue is their pinkies.

Our helpful monkey hops along the keyboard to point out 

the position of each key that should be typed.





Lesson Plan Structure

Each letter is introduced with three lessons:

1. A musical video with two characters that represent the letter

2. A hand and finger warm up that focuses on the finger needed to type the letter

3. A typing exercise where students practice typing the new letter with the correct 

finger
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After students have completed the lessons for three 

letters they have a set of review lessons to reinforce what 

they have already learned.

Periodically, students will have a review section that in-

corporates all of the letters they have learned so far, until 

they have learned A - Z. After this, students will type sight 

words, word families, and finish with simple sentences.
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Icons

Intro Video
This icon represents the introduction video which tells 

students they are going to learn how to locate and type 

all the letters of the alphabet.

Letter Videos
These icons indicate a video lesson where a letter is 

introduced. The characters shown reflect those used to 

introduce that letter, such as apple for A. 

Typing Lessons
These icons indicate typing lessons that focus on one 

letter. The color of the letter shows which finger should 

be used to type that letter.
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Finger Gym
These icons indicate a hand and finger warm-up video. 

The color of the icon matches the finger that should be 

used to type that letter.

Practice
This icon indicates typing lessons that reinforce all of the 

letters students have learned so far.

Game
This icon denotes typing game lessons which review the 

content that has just been learned.
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Mix up! 
These icons indicate typing lessons that focus on the 3 

most recently learned letters, as indicated by the letters 

shown on the icon.

Spacebar
This icon denotes the typing lesson that introduces the 

spacebar.

Take a Break Video
This icon indicates the Take a Break, Get Active 

educational video.
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Patterns
This icon indicates typing lessons that focus on word 

families.

Sight Words
This icon denotes typing lessons that focus on 

Sight Words.

Period
This icon indicates the typing lesson that introduces the 

period key.
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Sentences
This icon indicates lessons where full sentences are 

typed.

Sit Straight Video
This icon indicates the Sit Straight, Be Healthy 

educational video.
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